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Head Coach Sean McVay 

 

(Opening statement) 

“Alright from a game status, (OC) Brian Allen will be questionable. (DT) 

Marquise Copeland will be out. (DT) Aaron Donald will be out. (LB) Travin 

Howard will be out. (DB) David Long will be out, and (QB) John Wolford will be 

out.” 

  

(On how he and Packers Coach Matt LaFleur have been there for each 

other in a season full of struggles) 

“It's cool to have because he's one of my closest friends and sometimes the 

things that you go through, you can relate to one another, and we have similar 

values. We've been both very fortunate that things have gone relatively well 

and I think it's helpful to be able to lean on somebody. Sometimes they say 

what, misery loves company? You’ve got another great friend that whether it's 

good for them or they've had some struggles or vice versa for us, just being 

able to have somebody that you can talk to that you've had a great relationship 

with for a long time. He's handled it really well. I've said to him, I've been so 

impressed with just watching the consistency and the steadiness at which he's 



handled things and I think it's reflected with the way that they've responded and 

in a lot of good instances based on some of the things that they've gone 

through as well. (I) love Matt, he's a good friend of mine.” 

  

(On if the team will just have two quarterbacks active on Monday) 

“We will, yes.” 

  

(On how he would assess Packers QB Aaron Rodgers and what he is 

capable of doing) 

“He looks like the amazing player that he's always been. I've always said about 

him, I don't think you can truly appreciate how special he is. You always talk 

about the game slows down for the greats and when you see him in person and 

the command, the comfort that he has of everything that's going on relative to 

the 22 moving parts in between snaps, during the snap, how quickly he can 

process it in his mind, and then having the athletic gifts to be able to allow the 

quick processing then translate with how quick he can speed it up with the 

ability that he has to deliver the football with a bunch of different arm platforms, 

he's got the athleticism. He is a special player. I have tremendous respect for 

him. I know he's working through that thumb injury, but in a lot of instances you 

don't see any difference in the way that that ball jumps out of his hand and his 

ability to be able to recognize defensive structures. If you get out of position, 

he's making you pay. I think there's been some different things where you're 

getting familiar with the players around him and you've seen a lot of really good 

things from some younger players and a different cast of guys. You know this is 

a very explosive, dangerous offense really both in the run and the pass.” 

  

(On what went into the decision to waive LB Terrell Lewis this week) 

“It was really exclusively just sitting down with him, kind of talking about what 

our plans were relative to some of the other younger guys that you're seeing at 

that outside linebacker position. (We) felt like it was going to be in the best 



interest for both ends, giving him an opportunity to see if somebody else claims 

him if he's going to play anywhere else for the remainder of it. He handled it 

really well. It was real credit to him and that was kind of what it boiled down to.” 

  

(On if it is difficult as a coach when players more on from the team) 

“Yes, it is. I think that's the most challenging thing about any of it is just how 

many moving parts, whether it be good or for some challenging reasons that 

whether it be players, coaches, different things like that. There's so much time 

that's spent where you're doing things with people that you really care about, 

you're building and developing relationships, and you're going through the ebbs 

and flows that a football season takes you through. Seeing players have to 

overcome the injuries or having to make some of those tough decisions I would 

say is no doubt the worst part of this job.” 

  

(On if releasing two outside linebackers this season shows how impactful 

Bills LB Von Miller is or if they just need better production from that 

position) 

“When you talk about Von, I mean he's a first ballot Hall of Famer. He is in a 

class of his own that's kind of been earned. Really in both of those instances as 

it relates to (Packer LB) Justin (Hollins) and (Former Rams LB) Terrell (Lewis), 

you're talking about really some younger guys that are getting opportunities, the 

(DT) Michael Hoecht’s, (LB) Daniel Hardy actually being able to get out there 

and play. (LB) Leonard Floyd has been a consistent production guy for us and 

the energy that he brings. When you look at it, just continuing to see, I thought 

(LB) Kier Thomas really did some good things against the Raiders. It's really 

about the evaluation. This season has entailed a little bit different approach 

relative to kind of just where we're at and being able to, I don't know if you'd say 

it's a luxury, but getting an opportunity to evaluate some things that typically 

hasn't been presented for us. That's kind of what went into it. But to say you're 

going to replace Von, I don't think anybody ever had the expectation that 



somebody was going to do that. And that's a credit to Von more than anything 

else and not a negative for those guys.” 

  

(On if they saw the potential and versatility that WR Ben Skowronek 

provides when they drafted him) 

“You saw the versatility with some of the things that he did and the selflessness 

in terms of competing without the ball. Even going to Northwestern or Notre 

Dame, you could see the guy had good long speed, he had a toughness, he 

could make catches outside of his frame. But to say that you knew that all those 

things would be activated…you always thought he could be somebody like that, 

but until you do it you never really know. Based on how he's played, I think he's 

gained a lot of confidence and there's a lot of different ways that you can utilize 

his skillset, whether that be offensively, and then you guys have seen even 

going back to last year and in some instances this year, making a huge impact 

on special teams. So I would say yes, but he's definitely done a great job of 

continuing to exceed the expectations.” 

  

(On what he has seen from Packers WR Christian Watson) 

“Oh man, explosive, a guy that's getting more and more comfortable. You could 

really see from that Dallas game on, this guy's a dangerous player. He's playing 

with a lot of confidence. You look at it, you’re asking about Ben (Skowronek) 

making those kinds of plays and then how that confidence that's earned can 

really be compounding, that's what you're seeing from him. He's going to be a 

really good player and I know that they feel good about him, and you see it on 

the tape.” 

  

(On if he will wear a beanie in the expected cold weather in Green Bay) 

“I don't know. Do I don a beanie? Ask (Equipment Director) Brendan Burger 

that. You know what, we'll see. I haven't when we've gone there the last couple 

times, but I don't think it's been that cold then what it's expected so it might be 



one of those deals where I feel like my ears are going to fall off and you throw it 

on there so we’ll see about that. But this’ll be something that for sure. You 

appreciate LA when you go out there.” 

  

(On the chess match between Packers QB Aaron Rodgers and opposing 

defenses and if he has ever been on the other side of that) 

“That’s what I’m talking about when you just talk about the command that he 

has in the games in slow motion. When we went and played there a couple 

years ago, all you talk about really going into the game is don't let him catch 

you in a sub where he’s got 12 guys on the field and you end up making a free 

play. And lo and behold the first time that we're a little bit late he sees it, they're 

on the ball and you're like, ‘Oh my!’ The same thing happened in Washington 

when we played him. We played him in the Wild Card Round my second to last 

year in Washington and he did the same thing. Last year, he was recognizing 

some things and he recognized something that we did for the first time. We 

hadn't even shown it on tape and he's calling it out and our guys were like, 

‘What the hell?’ He's seen it enough and when you're looking at 11 bodies 

distributed in a certain way and you've got a feel for what it should look like, 

those guys that are special, it is almost like a chess board where something's 

out of place or something's a little bit off and you recognize it, and that's one of 

the things that makes him great. I think that's a consistent theme across the 

board with those really special players at the quarterback position, but just in 

general. Some of those guys from the center spot and those positions like (LB) 

Bobby (Wagner), that is what makes the great ones that have the ability, that's 

what makes them all time type of greats is the above-the-neck added element 

as well.” 

  

(On how the team prepares for facing someone like Packers QB Aaron 

Rodgers) 

“I think you just try to be as consistent and have as much clarity for the players 



as possible and let them go play. There's sometimes where he might know 

what you're in and you’ve got to be able to compete through the down, but you 

do want to make sure that it's about what are we able to do, what do we 

execute at a high level, and then how does that relate to stopping guys. But 

you’ve also still got to go play. You give tremendous respect but go compete to 

the best of your ability with no fear.” 

  

(On if QB Baker Mayfield has given any feedback about having him in the 

headset and how giving him the necessary information comes into play 

when relaying the play call) 

“It does. Knowing how much time you have to communicate, I've been around 

certain quarterbacks that say, ‘Hey, gimme the play call (and) stop.’ Other guys 

say, ‘Hey, I can kind of tune you out and you might say something that triggers 

something,’ so it's totally at the preference of those guys. We'll continue to have 

that dialogue similar to how I had with (Vikings QB) Kirk Cousins, with (Lions 

QB) Jared (Goff), with (QB) Matthew (Stafford), now you're looking at it with 

Baker for this last handful of weeks. I think it'll be something that's kind of 

ongoing, but it's more of alright let's get the play in, and he's done a great job. 

But as far as any added information, those will be conversations that usually 

guys say, ‘Hey, you can say it and I just tune you out,’ and most  people ignore 

me now anyways so it's kind of consistent.” 

  

(On QB Matthew Stafford saying that he tunes him out depending on how 

much caffeine he has had that day) 

“See they say that behind my back, not to my face.” 

 

 

Defensive Back Jalen Ramsey 

 

(On how he prepares for a cold Monday night game) 



“Same way I do every week, practice.” 

  

(On if he wears more layers in preparation for the cold game) 

“Y'all see what I wear every week? Yeah, I'm going to continue wearing that. I 

wear the same thing every week. That will never change.” 

  

(On what he sees from the Green Bay Packers’ pass game on tape in a 

down season for them) 

“Yeah, I think that's just because they got some new players and they’re trying 

to figure out who’s going to be the guys and the connections and stuff like that 

and who’s going to run which concepts and which routes and stuff like that. But 

as the season’s went on, I think they've kind of found a little bit more of an 

identity and they definitely have opportunities and they have guys that can 

make some plays. Obviously, A-Rod (Green Bay Backers QB Aaron Rodgers) 

is who he is. So we just got to focus on what we got to do, technique, and all 

that good stuff, and just play hard.” 

  

(On the challenge going against Aaron Rodgers) 

“It's the same as it is for any quarterback who can extend plays. It's very tough 

to defend elite receiver…really any receiver in the NFL… It's tough to defend 

guys for three seconds. So if plays are getting extended past that, five seconds, 

seven, eight, that's just extremely tough. So that's just the biggest challenge but 

we've dealt with that quite a few times this year, so it is what it is.” 

  

(On if there are any ‘chess match’ plays against Aaron Rodgers that stick 

out to him) 

“Yeah, there's been times like that but in the past, he's had a like a true number 

one receiver who I've been matched up on for most of the games so it's been a 

little bit different. Yeah, that's all. It's just been different.” 

  



(On what he sees from WR Christian Watson and the other Packers rookie 

receivers) 

“They’re good, they can make some plays. They made some plays throughout 

the year. (They) got some speed. (A) couple of them got some nice speed on 

them. Yeah, obviously they have pretty decent size, especially (Green Bay 

Packers WR Allen) Lazard, has has some good size. They can run some routes 

across the middle.  They can just do a few things. They’re still kind of working 

through it and growing and finding that identity. But yeah, they can make plays. 

They have made plays throughout the year. I think y'all seen just what we've 

seen as well.” 

  

(On his reaction to adding QB Baker Mayfield on the team last week) 

“I don't know. I don't know if I really had like a reaction to be honest. I mean I 

had to go about business as usual. (I was) glad that he was able to come in 

and lead us to a win. That was cool. That was dope. I don't know if many 

people are fans of Thursday night games, so there's that. Yeah, that's probably 

about it. I didn’t really think too much about it. Like it's the business side but 

then you still got to do your job and be prepared. So I had a task myself I had to 

worry about.” 

  

(On how he reacts and processes teammates being released from the 

team) 

“Well they're not on the team no more, don't mean they aren’t still going to be 

like a friend, homie or whatever. That's business, you know what I mean? I can 

separate that easily like I’m not tripping off that, that's the business side of it. 

Then our personal relationships are a whole other entity, that just is what it is. 

My best friend plays for the (Los Angeles) Chargers. I don't get to see him 

every day, but we make time and we still got our personal relationship but 

business side of it, we have two separate agendas.” 

  



(On if a player released from the team during the season disrupts the 

locker room) 

“I think everybody knows it's a business so it can happen at any given time. But 

I mean I would be lying if I said it didn't depend on the magnitude and like who 

the player is and their leadership role on the team and just their dynamic on the 

team. I'd be lying if I said that doesn't matter because that does. But that goes 

deeper than just somebody being released or leaving the team. The injuries 

we've had… what three, four of our captains have not been around a lot as 

much lately, so they can change how things are around the building (and) in the 

locker room. But  it is what it is. I don't really feel like we think about it too much 

like around here because we know that's just business and we got to keep it 

pushing, but I do understand like where y'all may think that it's something huge 

and it might be honestly, but we can't allow ourselves to think like that because 

we still have to keep going.” 

  

(On how the defense has had conversations about continuing to show up 

even if it’s been “chaotic and messy’ at times on the offensive side) 

“It's been chaotic and messy on our side too sometimes. It's like a full team 

thing. But speaking specifically about the defense, yeah, we have  to focus on 

what we have to focus on. We really have to… you kind of get spoiled being 

around an organization that has been winning records every year since you've 

been here and all that good stuff, right? Sometimes in the midst of that, you'll 

fall in love with the results. Like you’re always getting that result so you like fell 

in love with, ‘Oh we’re winning all the time.’ I'm falling in love with this result 

instead of falling in love with the process, everything that goes into it, all the 

hard work and dedication and sacrifice and discipline and all the stuff that goes 

into it. So I feel like this year we've had to, especially down the stretch and stuff 

now, we definitely have to focus on falling in love, making sure we fell in love 

with the process and that doesn't change. Continuing to work hard and do all 

those things I just named, regardless of the outcome that we may get, whether 



it goes in our favor or it doesn't go in our favor. We’ve got to maintain and stay 

focused on that because when you do, you'll get the result at some point. It 

might not be instant, it might not be right when you want it, but at some point, 

it'll pay off, you continuing to do all the things that make you better, and make 

you grow, and make you elite. I think overall, collectively, what we've had to 

focus on this year a little bit more is regardless of the outcome, let's make sure 

our process is going to stay the same. Let's fall in love with that part of it.” 

  

(On if he’s learned anything about himself as a leader having to fill the 

gaps from the team captains who are injured)  

“I don't necessarily…the answer is no. I haven’t really just sat down and 

thought about it. Like I said, I'm with them. Yeah, I might be a captain and have 

the C on my chest, but I'm with them. I'm with the team, I'm with the DBs 

(Defensive Backs), I’m with all of them. So I'm going through the same things 

that they’re going through and I'm staying strong for them and I'm pushing 

through it and I'm working hard. I'm doing all the things that I just named so that 

they can see me doing that by example and when I speak to them about it, they 

know, ‘All right, he’s with us.’ But as far as filling a void, some voids, you just 

can't fill. That's just the reality of it. Nobody can be A.D. (DT Aaron Donald), 

nobody can be (QB Matthew) Stafford, nobody can be (WR) Cooper Kupp 

around here and we aren’t even asking for that. I know people around here 

know that and people on the outside may think that (LB) Bobby (Wagner)’s got 

to turn into somebody else to fill those voids, but he doesn’t. We know who 

Bobby is and we want him to remain that because that's why we voted him a 

captain in the first place. We know who (OT) Rob (Havenstein) is. They know 

who I am. So we’re all remaining ourselves, obviously trying to grow and 

become better versions of that, but we don't feel like anybody has to fill that 

void and become somebody who they're not because that's just not realistic 

and that's not fair to ask of somebody.” 

 



 

  

--RAMS-- 

  

 


